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Summary
In many cases, inorganic contaminants in aqueous waste solutions disposed of at the land surface
must migrate through the vadose zone before entering groundwater. Because of contaminant transport
through the vadose zone, the temporal profile of contaminant concentrations entering the groundwater is
different than the temporal profile of the aqueous waste disposal. Vadose zone transport mechanisms
tend to decrease contaminant concentrations and limit the rate of contaminant movement. In these ways,
contaminant concentrations are attenuated during transport of the contaminants through the vadose zone.
The temporal profile of contaminant discharge into underlying groundwater defines the contaminant
source characteristics with respect to predicting the resulting groundwater plume. Quantifying
contaminant attenuation and the resulting temporal profile of contaminant concentrations in underlying
groundwater is important for assessing the need for, and type of, remediation in the vadose zone and
groundwater. Contaminant transport through the vadose zone beneath aqueous waste disposal sites is
affected by two types of attenuation processes: 1) attenuation caused by unsaturated flow and 2)
attenuation caused by biogeochemical reactions and/or physical/chemical interaction with sediments.
Mixing processes that occur at the interface between the vadose zone and the groundwater system are also
important for estimating contaminant concentrations in groundwater resulting from vadose zone
contaminant flux.
An approach was developed for evaluating vadose zone transport and attenuation of aqueous wastes
containing inorganic (non-volatile) contaminants that were disposed of at the land surface (i.e., directly to
the ground in cribs, trenches, tile fields, etc.) and their effect on the underlying groundwater. The
approach provides a structured method for estimating transport of contaminants through the vadose zone
and the resulting temporal profile of groundwater contaminant concentrations. The intent of the approach
is also to provide a means for presenting and explaining the results of the transport analysis in the context
of the site-specific waste disposal conditions and site properties, including heterogeneities and other
complexities. The document includes considerations related to identifying appropriate monitoring to
verify the estimated contaminant transport and associated predictions of groundwater contaminant
concentrations. While primarily intended for evaluating contaminant transport under natural attenuation
conditions, the approach can also be applied to identify types of, and targets for, mitigation approaches in
the vadose zone that would reduce the temporal profile of contaminant concentrations in groundwater, if
needed.
A series of simulations were conducted to investigate how different factors affect contaminant
transport in the vadose zone and the conditions for which an individual factor is important. This analysis
demonstrated that, while water flow and contaminant transport can be complex during and immediately
following aqueous-waste disposal activities, these complexities tend to decrease over time after disposal
ceases, and fewer factors will control the contaminant transport rate and resulting temporal profile of
groundwater contaminant concentrations. Verification that these conditions have been reached can be
provided using data describing the vertical profile of moisture content, the temporal profile of recharge at
the site, and basic information about waste disposal and subsurface properties. Under these conditions,
and with information about specific contaminant transport parameters (e.g., for partitioning), estimates for
contaminant transport can be made and used to support remedy decisions.
Several aspects of this approach and associated technical foundations offer new perspectives for
evaluation of vadose zone contamination.
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 Contaminant transport behavior can be categorized based on a set of site and waste disposal
parameters, using groundwater plume data to corroborate the selection of a category. There are
distinct characteristics of the temporal profile of groundwater contamination for each category.
–

Some sites are characterized by contaminant discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater
resulting in a single peak of groundwater contamination that, in most cases, will occur in the
future. Remedy decisions for these sites will need to consider whether the contaminant discharge
from the vadose zone will cause a plume of concern and, if remediation is needed, whether a
near-term vadose zone remedy or a later, longer-term groundwater remedy would be more
effective.

–

Other sites—those with large waste disposal volumes compared to the thickness of the vadose
zone—are characterized by contaminant discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater
resulting in two peaks in groundwater contamination: one peak associated with an existing/nearterm plume, and one peak that will occur in the future. Remedy decisions for these sites must
consider that, even though groundwater concentrations in the source area are diminishing in the
near term (i.e., the decline of the first peak), the contaminant mass discharge from the vadose
zone will not decline to zero and will rise again much later as part of the second peak. Thus,
near-term remedy decisions must consider the nature and extent of the existing or near-term
plume and how a combined vadose zone/groundwater remedy or a groundwater-only remedy can
be applied to reach remedial action objectives (RAOs). In addition, remedy decisions for these
sites will need to consider the continuing vadose zone source that will occur and, potentially, will
be of a higher magnitude than the current source.

 For sites that are expected to exhibit a single peak in groundwater contamination, algebraic equations
can be used to estimate the arrival time of the peak groundwater contaminant concentration beneath
the vadose zone source and its concentration relative to the disposed concentration. Tabulated values
for the duration of the contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater (between
the initial arrival and final elution of 1% of the peak concentration value) can be used to further
estimate the characteristics of the vadose zone source area.
 While nuances in site properties and waste disposal details will affect contaminant transport in the
vadose zone, the technical basis for the evaluation approach herein suggests that reasonable estimates
of vadose zone transport can be made. That is, transport of contaminants in the vadose zone is
predictable under most conditions that are relevant to predicting the future contaminant mass
discharge into groundwater from an aqueous waste disposal. In addition, a relatively small set of site
and waste disposal parameters are needed to make estimates that will represent the bulk behavior of
contaminant mass discharge into the groundwater.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
cm

centimeter(s)

CM

center of mass

d

day(s)

DOE

U.S. Department of Energy

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

g

gram(s)

L

liter(s)

m

meter(s)

2

square meter(s)

3

m

cubic meter(s)

mm

millimeter(s)

MNA

monitored natural attenuation

Pa

pascal(s)

PNNL

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

RAO

remedial action objective

yr

year(s)

m
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1.0

Introduction

In many cases, inorganic contaminants in aqueous waste solutions disposed of at the land surface
must migrate through the vadose zone before entering groundwater. Because of contaminant transport
through the vadose zone, the temporal profile of contaminant concentrations entering the groundwater is
different than the temporal profile for aqueous waste disposal. Vadose zone transport mechanisms tend to
decrease contaminant concentrations and limit the rate of contaminant movement. In these ways,
contaminant concentrations are attenuated during transport of the contaminants through the vadose zone.
The temporal profile of contaminant discharge into underlying groundwater defines the contaminant
source characteristics with respect to predicting the resulting groundwater plume. At sites where
inorganic contaminants in aqueous waste solutions have been disposed of at the land surface and a
groundwater plume is still evolving or has not yet emerged, methods to evaluate vadose zone contaminant
transport are needed to estimate the future temporal profile of contaminant discharge to the groundwater.
This estimate can be used to support remedy decisions for the vadose zone and groundwater.
This document provides an approach for evaluating vadose zone transport and attenuation of aqueous
wastes containing inorganic (non-volatile) contaminants that were disposed of at the land surface (i.e.,
directly to the ground in cribs, trenches, tile fields, etc.) and the resultant effect on underlying
groundwater. The approach provides a structured method for estimating transport of contaminants
through the vadose zone and the temporal profile of groundwater contaminant concentrations in the
resulting source area. The intent of the approach is also to provide a means for presenting and explaining
the results of the transport analysis in the context of the site-specific waste disposal conditions and site
properties, including heterogeneities and other complexities. This document includes considerations
related to identifying appropriate monitoring to verify the estimated contaminant transport and associated
predictions of groundwater contaminant concentrations. While primarily intended for evaluating
contaminant transport under natural attenuation conditions, the approach can also be applied to identify
types of, and targets for, mitigation approaches in the vadose zone that would reduce the temporal profile
of contaminant concentrations in groundwater, if needed. The evaluation approach herein builds on
concepts presented by Truex and Carroll (2013) by providing a quantitative analysis useful to estimate
future contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater. Multi-dimensional
simulation results were interpreted to provide insight into vadose zone transport behavior and define
appropriate transport analysis approaches.
In Section 2, vadose zone transport processes are described as a foundation for the evaluation method.
Multiple scenarios for waste disposal are considered and grouped into groundwater impact categories as a
means to help structure the evaluation approach. A series of simulations was applied to investigate how
different factors affect contaminant transport in the vadose zone and the conditions for which an
individual factor is important. Sections 3 and 4 describe the simulations and the factors that were found
to be important in estimating transport of contaminants through the vadose zone. This information
supports the steps in the evaluation approach described in Section 5. Section 6 provides information
associated with using the vadose zone evaluation in support of remedy decisions. This information
includes considerations for interpreting and implementing the results of the evaluation. Conclusions are
presented in Section 7.

1.1

2.0 Flow and Transport of Disposed Aqueous Waste in the
Vadose Zone
This section provides background for the pertinent vadose zone flow and transport behavior and
related equations (Section 2.1). Section 2.2 describes the categories of disposed contaminant behavior in
terms of the characteristics of how contaminants are transported through the vadose zone and into
groundwater.

2.1 Vadose Zone Flow and Transport Description
The vadose zone, sometimes called the unsaturated zone or zone of aeration (Nimmo 2005), is a
buffer zone between the land surface and underlying aquifers and often acts as a controlling agent in the
transport of contaminants and aquifer recharging water. Unsaturated-flow phenomena have different
levels of complexity, depending on the flow type. Not considering highly complex preferential flow
within the vadose zone, the three main types of unsaturated flow are static (no flow), steady-state flow,
and unsteady (diffuse) flow. The main characteristics of these three flow types are presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Unsaturated-flow types and characteristics.

Flow Type
Static
Steady-state
Unsteady (diffuse)

Phenomena
All forces balance (no flow)
Flow driven by unchanging
fluid pressures
Dynamic force fields

Mathematical
Description
Hydrostatic equation
Darcy’s Law (Eq. 2.2)
Continuity Equation (Eq. 2.1)

Relevant
Features and
Properties
Water retention
Water retention and
hydraulic conductivity
Water retention and
hydraulic conductivity

For most subsurface conditions, the unsteady flow type is applicable. However, when long-term
boundary conditions, such as surface recharge and water table locations, are relatively constant, steadystate flow may be appropriate. The time it takes for steady-state conditions to develop depends to a large
degree on the vadose zone thickness and the change in recharge rate. Truex et al. (2015) demonstrated
that for a 100 m thick vadose zone, it takes less than 50 years to obtain steady-state conditions throughout
the vadose zone for a recharge rate change from 3.5 mm/yr (shrub-steppe vegetation) to 92 mm/yr (gravel
backfill surface).
Unsteady flow is described with the continuity equation

 w
 q w
t

(2.1)

 w (-) is the water moisture content, t (T) is time, and qw (LT-1) is the Darcy velocity. For steadystate conditions,  w does not change over time and the Darcy velocity is a constant. Darcy’s Law can be
where

written as

2.1

qw  
where

k (L2) =

kr

kkr

w

Pw   w gz 
(2.2)

the permeability,

=
μw =

the relative permeability,
the water viscosity (MT-1L-1),

Pw

the water pressure (MT-2L-1),

=

 w = the density (ML-3),
g =
z (L) =

the gravitational acceleration (LT-2), and
the vertical direction.

For vertical flow during recharge-dominated conditions, Eq. (2.2) can be written as

qw  

kkr  dPw

 w g 

 w  dz


(2.3)

The application of Darcy’s Law for unsaturated conditions (Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)) is far more complex
than for saturated systems because of the nonlinear

 w - Pw and  w - k r relations. The  w in the vadose

zone is a strong function of the capillary pressure, Pc , defined as the difference between the ambient air
pressure and the water pressure, Pc  Pg  Pw , which is positive for unsaturated conditions. A widely
used

 w - Pc relation was introduced by van Genuchten (1980):



 w  1  Pc m

1



 m2

(2.4)

where  w   w   r  / n   r  ,  (MT-2L-1) is roughly the inverse of the entry pressure, and m1 and

m2 (where m2 = 1-1/ m1 ) are pore-geometry fitting parameters.  r is the residual water content,
denoting the water content where k r approaches zero, and n is the porosity. For constant air pressures,
Eq. (2.4) defaults to a

 w - Pw relation. The relation between water content and capillary pressure, such

as Eq. 2.4, is often called a water retention curve and depends on the porous medium. A sediment with

 w when Pc increases. On the other hand, a sediment with
a considerable amount of small pores will retain water even at large Pc values. To illustrate nonlinear
many large pores will decrease rapidly to low

 w - Pc behavior, water retention curves were obtained for relations for sand, sandy loam, and silt using
Eq. (2.4) (Figure 2.1). The curves show that the finer-grained silt retains more water than the coarsergrained sand and sandy loam at the same capillary pressure. The sand curve is relatively flat, indicating a
rapid desaturation when Pc increases.

2.2

Figure 2.1.

Water content – capillary pressure relationships for sand, sandy loam, and silt according to
Eq. (2.5). The retention parameter values are obtained from Carsel and Parrish (1988).

In Darcy’s Law (Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)), the permeability k is a porous medium property. The relative
permeability, k r , is a strong function of the water content,  w . When

 w decreases, the larger pores,

which make by far the largest contribution to k r , empty first. When water drainage continues, the
affected pores are smaller and less conductive because there is more viscous friction. In addition, the
flow path becomes more tortuous. Under relatively dry conditions, very few pores are filled with water
and water flow mainly occurs through a poorly conducting film that adheres to the soil particles. These
factors result in a decrease in k r by several factors as the soil goes from saturation to field conditions. In
numerical models for vadose zone flow, the Mualem (1976) equation is often used:
1/ 2

 
k r   w 
 n 

1 / m2 m2 
 
 w   

1  1   n   
     



2

(2.5)

where n (-) is the porosity and m2 is fitting parameter obtained from the capillary pressure relation (Eq.
(2.4)). Mualem’s equation (Eq. 2.5) was used to compute k r -

 w relations for sand, sandy loam, and silt

(Figure 2.2). The figure shows that k r indeed decreases by several orders of magnitude during water
drainage from full saturation to dry conditions. For a given water content, the silt k r is the smallest,
followed by sandy loam and sand. This behavior is the result of the shape of the capillary pressure
relation (Figure 2.1), which show a much more gradual desaturation of silt compared to the other two
porous media.
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Figure 2.2.

Water content – relative permeability relationships for sand, sandy loam, and silt according
Eq. (2.4). The retention parameter values are obtained from Carsel and Parrish (1988).

Contaminant transport in the vadose zone is strongly related to flow. The two major transport
processes are advection and hydrodynamic dispersion, including mechanical dispersion and molecular
diffusion. Due to hydrodynamic dispersion, contaminant transport is typically non-steady and is
represented by a continuity equation, such as

Rc Cw 
c
 qwCw     w Dme
  w Doc Cw  R C Cw
t







(2.6)

where advective transport and hydrodynamic transport are represented by the first and second term on the
right-hand side, respectively. In Eq. (2.6), C w is the contaminant concentration in water (ML-3), Rc is
c
c
the retardation coefficient, Dme is the mechanical dispersion coefficient (L2T-1), Do is the molecular

C
diffusion coefficient (L2T-1),  (-) is the tortuosity, and R (T-1) is a reaction term to include

biodegradation, hydrolysis, and (radioactive) decay. Assuming equilibrium sorption, Rc can be
expressed as a linear Freundlich relation:

Rc  1 

 s 1  n K d
w

(2.7)

 s is the particle density (ML-3), and K d (L3M-1) is the partitioning coefficient. The tortuosity
coefficient,  , is typically represented by a relation proposed by Millington and Quirk (1959):
where

   w7 / 3 / n2
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(2.8)

The relation between transport and flow is apparent for advective transport in Eq. (2.6). In addition, the
c
mechanical dispersion coefficient, Dme , is often related to Darcy Law as follows:
c
Dme
, L   L qw / n

;

c
Dme
,T   T qw / n

where the subscripts L and T denote the longitudinal and transverse direction for dispersivities

(2.9)

 (L).

The strong relationship between unsaturated flow and transport, as shown in Eq. (2.6), has important
consequences. Even when flow is considered to be steady, as in recharge-dominated systems, transport is
often unsteady due to hydrodynamic dispersion. However, when the flow direction in such systems is
predominantly in a vertical downward direction, the peak arrival time of contaminants from relative small
disposal volumes may be predicted using an expression with just a few basic parameter values:

Lv w Rc
R

tp 

where

tp

=

the peak travel time (T),

Lv

=

the vadose zone thickness,

(2.10)

 w = the average moisture content in the vadose zone, and
R =

the surface recharge (LT-1).

For a layered vadose zone, the contaminant peak travel times may be estimated by

n

Lvj wj Rc

l 1

R

tp  

for j = 1, n

(2.11)

where Lvj (L) is the layer thickness and  wj is the average moisture content of layer j in the vadose zone.
The actual peak travel times are expected to be slightly shorter than the predicted travel times using
either Eq. (2.10) or (2.11) because of the discharge volumes and soil moisture in the capillary fringe. The
concentration spreading around the peak arrival time is affected by hydrodynamic dispersion. The effects
of diffusion coefficient, tortuosity term, and dispersivity values need to be investigated for such systems.
Another important feature of flow and transport in the vadose zone is the phenomenon that disposed
water tends to migrate ahead of the contaminant it originally contained. In unsaturated systems, water
occupies the smallest pores and air the largest. When water migrates downward or laterally after disposal,
water enters the largest of the pores that are not occupied by water. During this time, the contaminant
migrating with the water is assumed to be evenly distributed over all of the pores. As an example,
consider a 1 m3 volume of unsaturated soil with a porosity of 0.4 and

 w equal to 0.2. This means that for

this example, 200 L of water (0.2 m3) occupies 50% of the pore space. Next, assume that 50 L of water
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(0.05 m3), with a solute concentration of 1 g/L, is added to this volume. The addition results in a

w

increase from 0.2 to 0.25 as the water volume increases from 200 to 250 L. During this step, 50 g of
solute is added with the 50 L of water. After the addition, the 50 g of solute is now residing in 250 L of
water, reducing the concentration by a factor five from 10 g/L to 0.2 g/L. If 50 L of this water migrates
downwards, resulting in a similar

 w change, the concentration will again decrease by a factor five from

0.2 g/L to 0.04 g/L. This example shows that vadose zone dilution might be a relatively fast process,
separating contamination from the water it was originally disposed in. The dilution effect is enhanced by
retardation and is often encountered in unsaturated contaminant transport.

2.2 Groundwater Impact Categories
Mass discharge from vadose zone sources into groundwater may be the result of numerous disposal
scenarios. A number of them are illustrated in this section. When relative small volumes are disposed of
in the vadose zone, the disposed volume is not sufficient to cause short-term contaminant impact on the
groundwater. The contaminant arrives later and the mass discharge is characterized by a nearly
symmetric single-peak elution curve. Contaminant transport largely occurs through recharge, enabling
the application of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11). For a contaminant with this transport behavior, the disposal site
is characterized as a Category I site. The disposal volumes associated with this category are relative to
the vadose zone size and do not have to be small in absolute terms. For instance, Truex et al. (2015)
identify Category I sites for disposal of several million liters of wastewater over a 2–3 month period in a
100 m thick vadose zone.
When the disposed volume is sufficient to cause short-term impacts on groundwater, part of the
contaminant mass is discharged into the groundwater quickly after (or during) disposal. During this
period some contaminant also migrates laterally in the vadose zone due to advection and hydrodynamic
dispersion. This process results in some contaminant mass in the vadose zone that will be discharged into
the groundwater after the main discharge subsides. Elution curves for this type of disposal are
characterized by an initial peak, representing the immediate impact on groundwater, and a second peak
representing the impact of contaminant not transported by the initial pulse. For a contaminant with this
discharge behavior, the disposal site is characterized as a Category II site. Some sites may have
contaminants with both Category I and Category II waste disposal characteristics. This situation might
arise when multiple waste disposals occurred with different volumes. Another scenario when both
categories are represented may be when a sorbing and a nonsorbing contaminant are in the same highvolume waste disposal; in such a case the sorbing contaminant leads to a Category I mass discharge, and
the nonsorbing contaminant results in a Category II mass discharge. However, in some instances, the
observed mass discharge behavior may be characterized by a nonsymmetric single-peak elution curve,
indicating a condition in between Category I and II.
Figure 2.3 through Figure 2.10 depict several examples of both Category I and II conditions. These
examples show conceptual diagrams and associated plots of solute discharge from the vadose zone to the
groundwater. Details of how the solute discharge plots were developed are provided in Section 3.
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Figure 2.3.

Contaminant distribution during disposal (top left) and at the time of the transport
evaluation (top right) for Category I, where the disposed volume was not sufficient to cause
short-term impact on the groundwater. In the bottom figure, typical example plots of solute
discharge into groundwater for this scenario are shown for two vadose zone thicknesses.
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Figure 2.4.

Contaminant distribution during disposal (top left) and at the time of the transport
evaluation (top right) for Category II contaminant discharge, where the disposed volume
was sufficient to cause a short-term impact on the groundwater. In the middle and bottom
figures, a typical example plot of solute discharge into groundwater for this scenario is
shown with linear and logarithmic time scales.
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Figure 2.5.

Example of a transitional case where the waste disposal was sufficient to cause a small
near-term contaminant mass discharge to the groundwater (a low-magnitude Category II
response) but the bulk of the contaminant discharge occurs in the future, similar to a
Category I response.
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Figure 2.6.

Heterogeneities in the subsurface may cause skewed contaminant distributions in the
subsurface during disposal (left) for Category I (top) and Category II (bottom) sites. The
resultant contaminant distribution at the time of the transport evaluation (figures at right)
will need to be described in terms of the skewed distribution, but the effect of
heterogeneities on transport diminishes over time after waste disposal ceases. For Category
I (top) sites, contaminant discharge behavior will be similar to Figure 2.3, showing a single
peak. Figure 2.4 includes typical contaminant discharge versus time curves for Category II
(bottom) sites with two distinct peaks.
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Figure 2.7.

Multiple disposal events spaced in time (top left) or at adjacent disposal sites (top right)
may add complexity to the contaminant distribution at the time of transport evaluation. In
the middle figure, an example is shown for two waste disposal events spaced in time. In the
bottom figure, an example of mass discharge of the same contaminant is shown for two
adjacent disposal sites. Both waste disposal sites are classified as Category I sites.
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Figure 2.8.

Different contaminants may be disposed of at the same disposal site as shown in this
example during disposal (top left) and at the time of transport evaluation (top right). The
effects of overlapping subsurface contaminant distributions may need to be considered in
terms of the aqueous discharge volumes or waste chemistry effects on transport parameters.
A typical groundwater mass discharge plot for this scenario is shown in the bottom figure.
The discharge of Contaminant 1 (orange in upper figures) falls into Category II. The
discharge behavior of Contaminant 2 (pink) falls in between Category I and II. Discharge
starts almost immediately after disposal but the amount increases gradually and only a
single peak is observed.
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Figure 2.9.

Different contaminants may be disposed of at adjacent sites (as shown in this example
during disposal (top left) and at the time of transport evaluation (top right). The effect of
overlapping subsurface contaminant distributions may need to be considered in terms of the
aqueous discharge volumes or waste chemistry effects on transport parameters. A typical
groundwater mass discharge example for this scenario is shown in the bottom figure with a
Category I and a Category II discharge event. If site 1 and site 2 disposed the same
contaminant, a discharge response with three peaks is observed (Cont. 1 + Cont. 2 curve).
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Figure 2.10. Layers (or lenses) of contrasting hydraulic properties (e.g., a silt layer within a sandy
vadose zone as shown in the above example) can be incorporated into the transport
evaluation during disposal (top left) and at the time of the transport evaluation (top right).
A typical Category I groundwater mass discharge example for this scenario is shown in the
bottom figure.
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3.0

Conceptual Model and Numerical Simulations

This section provides information about the configuration and calculations associated with the
evaluation approach.

3.1 Conceptual Model
Contaminant transport through the vadose zone beneath aqueous waste disposal sites is affected by
two types of attenuation processes: 1) attenuation caused by unsaturated flow and transport, and 2)
attenuation caused by biogeochemical reactions and/or physical/chemical interaction with sediments.
Mixing processes with the groundwater are also important for estimating contaminant concentrations in
groundwater resulting from vadose zone contaminant flux. To investigate vadose zone attenuation and
mass discharge to groundwater, flow and transport numerical simulations (Section 3.2) have been
completed for the vadose zone using the conceptual model shown in Figure 3.1. The conceptual model
includes a waste disposal site, a (layered) vadose zone, and an aquifer. A direct mixing model (Section
3.3) is used to convert mass discharge into aquifer (groundwater) concentrations.

Figure 3.1.

Conceptual model for vadose zone flow transport simulations and aquifer direct mixing
model. The subscripts wd, a, and v denote waste disposal, aquifer, and vadose zone,
respectively. R is the surface recharge. Regarding the disposal site, SAwd is the surface
area, Vwd is the volume, Rwd is the rate, Dwd is the duration, and Cwd the concentration. In the
vadose zone, nv is the porosity, θv is the volumetric water content, Rcv is the contaminant
retardation coefficient, and Cv is the concentration. In the aquifer (groundwater), qa is the
Darcy velocity, na is the porosity, Rca is the contaminant retardation coefficient, and Ca is
the concentration. The vertical lengths of the vadose zone and the contaminant mixing
thickness in the aquifer are indicated by Lv and La, respectively. The compliance well
screen length is indicated by s. The conceptual model is applicable to homogeneous and
layered systems.
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The primary data needs to evaluate flow and transport regarding Category I and II sites are listed in
Table 3.1. The table separates the data needs for vadose zone, waste disposal, and groundwater
parameters. The numerical analysis presented in this work considers mass discharge behavior for
reasonable ranges in most of the parameters listed in the table. Based on the results (Section 4), a site
evaluation method was developed (Section 5).

Table 3.1. Primary data needs for the evaluation method.
Vadose Zone
Parameters

Waste Disposal Parameters

Groundwater
Parameters
Groundwater Darcy

Thickness ( Lv )

Aqueous volume ( Vwd )

Recharge rate (historical, current,
and estimated future rates) (R)

Disposed mass ( M wd )

Contaminant mixing thickness

Porosity ( n v )

Rate of waste disposal ( Rwd )

Monitoring well screen length
for compliance (s)

Contaminant retardation

Contaminant concentration ( C wd )

Porosity ( n a )

Current vertical distribution of
contamination

Surface area of aqueous disposal (SAwd)

Contaminant retardation

Moisture content profile (  v )

Acidity or alkalinity of the waste

coefficient ( Rcv )

flux ( q a )
in aquifer ( La )

coefficient ( Rca )

Ionic strength and cocontaminants/species in the waste
Timing of waste disposal

3.2 Numerical Simulations
The water mode of the STOMP simulator (White and Oostrom 2006) was used to simulate vadose
zone aqueous phase flow and contaminant transport. The fully implicit, integrated finite difference code
has been used to simulate several laboratory and field contaminant transport systems (e.g., Oostrom et al.
2010, 2013; Carroll et al. 2012). The applicable governing equations are the component massconservation equation for water and the solute transport equation, which is solved using a total variation
diminishing scheme. A cylindrical model was constructed for the vadose zone with the same
discretization in the x-direction, independent of the source size (SAwd). For all simulations, the upper and
lower 5 m of the domain used the same grid discretization (0.1 m). In between these two zones, 0.25 m
grid blocks were used. Several grid refinement iterations were conducted until no changes were observed
in the water and contaminant fluxes across the water table. A total of three sediments were considered in
the simulations: sand, sandy loam, and silt. The properties of the sediments were obtained from Carsel
and Parrish (1980) and are shown in Table 3.2.
The simulations include waste disposal scenarios in homogeneous sand and sandy loam and systems
with silt layers in sand and sandy loam. The details of the simulation matrix are shown in Appendix A.
An overview of the ranges of values used for each considered variable is shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.2. Hydraulic properties of the sediments used in the STOMP simulations (from Carsel and
Parrish 1988). The van Genuchten (1980) retention relation is shown in Eq. (2.4).

Sediment
Sand
Sandy Loam
Silt

van Genuchten
α (1/Pa)
1.45 × 10−3
7.50 × 10−4
1.60 × 10−4

van
Genuchten,

Residual
Volumetric
Water Content,

m1

r

2.68
1.89
1.37

0.045
0.035
0.034

Hydraulic
Conductivity, Ksat
(cm/hr)
29.70
4.42
0.25

Porosity
(–)
0.43
0.41
0.46

Table 3.3. Input values for vadose zone and waste disposal parameters. Simulation details are provided
in Appendix A.
Parameter

Units
m

Vadose Zone Thickness ( Lv )

Range
10 – 100

m2
m3

3.5 – 100
0.1 – 0.41 (sandy loam)
0.1 – 0.43 (sand)
1 – 3.84 (sandy loam)
1 – 6.08 (sand)
1 – 100
1 – 8000

days

1 – 1000

Waste Disposal Rate ( Rwd )

(m3/d)

0.01 – 8000

Waste Concentration ( C wd )

1/L

0.001 – 1

Recharge (R)

mm/yr
-

Vadose Zone Porosity ( n v )

-

Retardation Coefficient* ( Rcv )
Waste Disposal Surface Area (SAwd)
Waste Disposal Volume ( Vwd )
Waste Disposal Duration ( Dwd )

*Range corresponded with input values
for Kd between 0 and 0.2 mL/g

3.3 Computation of Groundwater Concentrations
Groundwater (aquifer) concentrations ( C a ) are computed using a mixing model equivalent to the
mass balance approach proposed by Summers et al. (1980):

Ca 

Qv a C v a
Qa  Qv a

(3.1)

where Qv  a is the volumetric flow rate (m3/yr) from the vadose zone into the groundwater, Qa is the
volumetric flow rate (m3/yr) of groundwater through the aquifer underlying the contaminant plume in the
vadose zone, and C v  a is the vadose zone contaminant concentration at the vadose zone–groundwater
interface. The Darcy flow velocity in the aquifer is assumed to be constant and is denoted as q a . The
mixing method and associated terminology is shown in Figure 3.2 (following the equations below) and
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illustrated with an example in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 (after the equations). First, for each time step, the
total contaminant mass flux at the vadose zone–groundwater interface is computed. Assuming the vadose
zone contaminant plume at the interface has a circular shape, the diameter Dv  a is then computed
representing the area over which 99% off the mass flux occurs. This area can be written as

Av a  Dv2a / 4

(3.2)

To compute an average contaminant travel time of groundwater, moving with a velocity va  qa / na ,

Av a is converted to an equivalent rectangle with the same size:
Av*a  Wva Dva

(3.3)

where Wv  a is the average width in the direction of flow. Using Eq. (3.3), an expression relating Qa and

q a is
Qa  qa La Dva

(3.4)

Wva  Dva / 4

(3.5)

It follows from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) that

The average residence time of the contaminated groundwater, t ar , is then calculated as

t ar  Wva / va

The computed t ar value is subsequently used to compute the volumetric ( Qv a t ar ) and contaminant mass
*
discharges ( Qv a Cv a t ar ) into the volume Va  Av a La as follows:

Ca 

Qv a Cv a t ar
Va  Qv a t ar
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(3.6)

This expression is equivalent to the Summers et al. (1980) equation (Eq. (3.1)), because all terms have
been multiplied by the average residence time. For sorbing contaminants, Eq. (3.6) is modified by the
groundwater retardation coefficient ( Rca ) to recognize the reduction in contaminant concentration as part
of the discharged mass is sorbed on the solid phase:

Ca 

Qva Cva t ar
Va  Qva tar Rca

(3.7)

Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 illustrate how the described approach is used for a waste disposal example
with SAwd = 25 m2, Lv = 25 m, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, C wd = 1/L, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and La = 5 m.
Figure 3.3a shows that Qv  a only deviates from the imposed recharge rate (3.5 mm/yr) over the first 50
years. During this time, however, C v  a is zero and no mass transport into the groundwater occurs (Figure
3.3b and Figure 3.4a). Figure 3.3b shows that the contaminated zone at the vadose zone–groundwater
interface slowly grows over time and that the maximum diameter is approximately 16 m. For this
example it means that the maximum contaminated vadose zone–groundwater interface is ~200 m2, which
is eight times the source area. This phenomenon was introduced in Section 2. Figure 3.4a shows an
example of the mass discharge into groundwater over time for three solutes with different retardation
coefficients. The computed groundwater concentrations using the described methodology are depicted in
Figure 3.4b. These figures show that the method honors the shape of the mass discharge relations and the
peak arrival times.
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Figure 3.2.

(a) Side view and (b) top view of mixing model to compute groundwater concentrations
from solute discharge rates.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.3.

(a) Groundwater recharge and (b) mass discharge into groundwater over time for sandy
loam simulations with SAwd = 25 m2, Lv = 25 m, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, C wd = 1/L, R
= 3.5 mm/yr, and La = 5 m. The legend denotes years after the waste disposal.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.4.

(a) Simulated mass discharge into groundwater and (b) computed normalized groundwater
concentration over time for three solutes with Kd = 0, 0.1, and 0.2 mL/g. Simulations:
sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Lv = 25 m, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, C wd = 1/L, R = 3.5
mm/yr, and La = 5 m.
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4.0

Numerical Analysis Results

In this section, the results of the flow and transport numerical simulations (Table 3.3; Appendix A)
are presented. The effects of key vadose zone, waste disposal, and groundwater parameters (Table 3.1;
Figure 3.1) on analysis results are discussed in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4, respectively. A discussion of
the transition from Category I to Category II disposal sites as a result of vadose zone and waste disposal
parameters is included in Section 4.3. Results from flow and transport simulations in homogenous and
layered vadose zone configurations are presented.

4.1 Vadose Zone Parameters
In this section, the effects of key vadose zone parameters (Table 3.1) on analysis results are discussed
for Category I sites. The parameters include thickness ( Lv ), recharge rate (R), porosity ( nv ), contaminant
retardation ( Rcv ), and the current vertical distribution of contamination. These parameters determine the
water content (  v ) profile in the vadose zone and therefore the travel time of disposed contaminants. In
all examples, it was assumed that 1) the retardation coefficients and porosities were the same in the
vadose zone and groundwater ( Rca = Rcv and n a = nv ), 2) La = 5 m, and 3) C wd = 1/L.

4.1.1

Category I; Homogeneous Subsurface

The effects of selected parameters on the analysis results are described in the following sections.
4.1.1.1

Impact of Vadose Zone Thickness

In Figure 4.1 (at the end of this section), examples of computed groundwater concentrations, C a ,
resulting from the disposal of a nonsorbing contaminant in sandy loam, are shown for four Lv values.
The recharge rate, R, is 3.5 mm/yr, which is representative of long-term recharge at the Hanford Site for a
shrub-steppe vegetation. Additional details of the simulations are provided in the figure caption. The C a
plots indicate that even for Lv = 10 m, the contaminant does not arrive in the aquifer for more than 100
years. For the largest considered Lv (100 m), the contaminant takes more than 2,000 years to migrate
through the unsaturated zone. Because of the considerable travel times, the concentrations have been
reduced by more than three orders of magnitude compared to the disposed concentration. For such
systems, groundwater concentration peak arrival times can be estimated by

t cp 

Lv v Rcv
R

(4.1)

Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to Eq. (2.10) but contains parameters consistent with the conceptual model shown
in Figure 3.1.
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In Figure 4.2, the concentrations are plotted as a function of normalized time, Tc , defined as:

Tc 

tR
Lv v Rcv

(4.2)

where  v is the average moisture content in the vadose zone and all other variables have been defined
before. Eq. (4.1) follows directly from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) described in Section 2. For nonsorbing
contaminants with Rcv = 1.0, Eq. (4.2) defaults to

Tc 

tR
Lv v

(4.3)

Per square meter (m2) of surface, the units of both the numerator and denominator are cubic meters, and
therefore represent volumes. The term tR (with t in years and R converted to m/year) is the volume of
recharge that has migrated into the subsurface per square meter. The term Lv v is the volume per square
meter of water that is occupying the pore space. The normalized arrival time of the contaminant peak,

Tcp , disposed under Category I conditions, should therefore approximately occur when tR = Lv v and
Tcp = 1. To confirm this relationship, normalized groundwater concentrations were plotted against
normalized time for the evaluated cases. Figure 4.2 shows that for all Lv values, Tcp is close to 1, based
on simulated  v values of 0.116, 0.109, 0.108, and 0.107 for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m, respectively.
The deviation from Tcp = 1 increases with a decrease in Lv because the relative influence of the disposal
volume is larger in a smaller vadose zone.
Results for similar waste disposal events in sand are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. These
figures show that under similar conditions, the contaminant arrives in the aquifer much faster than in the
sandy loam (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2) due to the lower water content in the sand. For sand, the
simulated  v values are 0.062, 0.059, 0.058, and 0.057 for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m, respectively. As a
result, the pore-water velocity, defined as vv  qv / v , is larger in sand and contaminants migrate faster in
this sediment than in a sandy loam. It is noted that for Category I sites, all results for sand and sandy
loam could be scaled with  v . For that reason, only sandy loam examples are shown in the remainder of
this report.
A comparison of predicted peak arrival times ( t cp ) using Eq. (4.1) and STOMP simulated t cp is
shown in Figure 4.5 for the sandy loam and sand examples shown in Figure 4.1–Figure 4.4. As already
suggested in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.4, the figure demonstrates that the use of the relatively simple
predictive formula, using just a few parameter values, is reasonable to predict values in homogeneous
formations with constant recharge. The predicted Tcp values are always slightly larger than the simulated
values due to the effect of the actual spill size on transport.
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Figure 4.1.

Normalized groundwater concentration over time for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5
mm/yr.

Figure 4.2.

Normalized groundwater concentration vs. normalized time (tR/( Lv  v )) for Lv = 10, 25,
50, and 100 m. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and
R = 3.5 mm/yr.
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Figure 4.3.

Normalized groundwater concentration over time for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m.
Simulations: sand with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.

Figure 4.4.

Normalized groundwater concentration vs. normalized time (tR/( Lv  v )) for Lv = 10, 25,
50, and 100 m. Simulations: sand with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R =
3.5 mm/yr.
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Figure 4.5.

Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times of nonsorbing contaminants
for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m. Simulations: sandy loam and sand with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd
= 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.

4.1.1.2

Impact of Recharge

In Figure 4.6, an example of computed groundwater concentrations, C a , is shown for five R values,
ranging from 3.5 mm/yr to 100 mm/yr. The maximum value is an estimate of recharge through surface
backfill at the Hanford Site. Additional parameter values of the flow and transport simulations for the
nonsorbing contaminant are presented in the figure caption. Note that for this example case, a larger
nominal disposal volume is used than for the previous case assessing the effects of vadose zone thickness.
The C a results indicate that the arrival times decrease and the concentrations increase with increasing R.
The C a results versus normalized time (Figure 4.7) show Tcp values close to one for all R values,
indicating that even for the largest R value of 100 mm/yr, the contaminant mass discharge still falls in
Category I. A comparison of predicted peak t cp values using Eq. (4.1) and simulated t cp values is shown
in Figure 4.8 for the sandy loam and equivalent sand simulations. Similar to what was shown for the
example in the previous section, the predicted and simulated values are close. Again, the predicted t cp
values are always slightly larger than the simulated values due to the effect of the actual spill size on
transport.
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Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7.

Normalized groundwater concentration over time for R = 3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.

Normalized groundwater concentration vs. dimensionless time (tR/( Lv  v )) for R = 3.5, 8,
25, 50, and 100 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd =
1 day, and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.8.

4.1.1.3

Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times of nonsorbing contaminants
for R = 3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam and sand with SAwd = 25 m2,
Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.
Impact of Porosity

In Figure 4.9, an example of computed groundwater concentrations, C a , is shown for four nv values,
ranging from 0.1 to 0.41. In the simulations, it was assumed that residual saturation, S r (  r / nv ) , was
the same for all four considered nv values. With this assumption, the application of the van Genuchten
(1980) retention relation (Eq. (2.4)) results in  v values directly proportional to the nv values. The C a
results indicate that the arrival times increase and concentrations decrease with increasing nv . The C a
results versus normalized time (Figure 4.10) show Tcp values close to one for all nv values, indicating
that mass discharge behavior can be classified as Category I for all considered nv values. A comparison
of predicted peak t cp values using Eq. (4.1) and simulated t cp values is shown in Figure 4.11 for the
sandy loam and equivalent sand simulations. Similar to what was shown for variations in Lv and R in the
previous sections, the predicted and simulated values are relatively close; the predicted t cp values are
slightly larger than the simulated values.
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Figure 4.9.

Normalized groundwater concentration over time for n v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.41.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.10. Normalized groundwater concentration vs. normalized time (tR/( Lv  v Rvc )) for n v = 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, and 0.41. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day,
and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.11. Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times of nonsorbing contaminants
with n v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.41 for sandy loam and n v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.43 for sand.
Simulations: sandy loam and sand with with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and

Lv = 25 m.
4.1.1.4

Impact of Contaminant Retardation

Simulations with different Rcv values allow for the testing of Eq. (4.2) for sorbing contaminant
transport in Category I sites. In the example shown in Figure 4.12, Kd values of 0, 0.1, and 0.2 mL/g,
corresponding to Rvc values of 1, 2.42, and 3.86, respectively, are used. Note that for this case, the larger
nominal disposal volume is used. As expected, Figure 4.12 shows delayed arrival times for sorbed
contaminants. The C a results versus normalized time (Figure 4.13) show Tcp values close to 1 for the
three considered Rcv values, indicating that for sorbing contaminants at Category I sites, normalized
arrival times such as Eq. (4.2) may be used for arrival predictions. A comparison of predicted peak t cp
values using Eq. (4.1) and simulated t cp values is shown in Figure 4.14 for the sandy loam and equivalent
sand simulations. Similar to what was shown for variations in Lv , R, and nv in the previous sections, the
predicted and simulated values are again relatively close, with the differences the result of the addition of
water to the surface during waste disposal.
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Figure 4.12. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for solutes with Kd = 0, 0.1, and 0.2
( Rcv = 1, 2.42, and 3.86). Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd
= 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.13. Normalized groundwater concentration vs. normalized time (tR/( Lv  v Rcv )) for solutes
with Kd = 0, 0.1, and 0.2 ( Rvc = 1, 2.42, and 3.86). Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd =
25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.14. Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times for three solutes with Kd = 0.0,
0.1, and 0.2 mL/g. Simulations: sandy loam and sand with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3,

Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.
4.1.1.5

Impact of Current Contaminant Distribution in Vadose Zone

When a contaminant is located at a known position in the vadose zone, Eqs. (4.1) or (4.2) may be
applied for peak travel time calculations under steady-state flow conditions at Category I sites. To
demonstrate this, two examples are shown with known contaminant distributions in the vadose zone. No
waste disposal is considered in these example simulations. In Figure 4.15, C a values are shown for
configurations with a 5 m contaminated zone in the center of a vadose zone with Lv = 25 m and R
ranging from 3.5 to 100 mm/yr. The contaminant concentration in the layer is 1/L, Denoting the top
surface as z = 0 m, the center of mass (CM) is at z = 12.5 m. Comparing Figure 4.15 with Figure 4.6,
obtained for the same configuration but with disposed contaminated water at the top of the vadose zone,
the peak arrival times occur in about half the time. This ratio is consistent with the distance of CM to the
water table (= Lv - CM = 12.5 m) and the distance the contaminant has to move from the top to the
bottom after disposal (= Lv = 25 m). These results suggest that groundwater contaminant peak arrival
times for such sites can be estimated by

t cp 

Lv  CM  v Rcv
R
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(4.4)

To test this concept, C a is plotted in Figure 4.16 versus normalized time ( Tc ), which, for systems with a
contaminated zone with a CM in the vadose zone, can be written as

Tc 

tR
Lv  CM  v Rcv

(4.5)

Figure 4.16 clearly shows that the normalized contaminant peak arrival time, Tcp , is nearly 1 for all
simulations. This result demonstrates that Eq. (4.4) can be used for these configurations.
To investigate the effects of the contaminated layer location, simulations are conducted for the same
domain with 5-m thick contaminant layers at two different locations (CM = 2.5 and 12.5 m) for two R
values (25 and 50 mm/yr) in a vadose zone with Lv = 25 m. Figure 4.17 shows groundwater
concentrations as function of time for the four simulations. In Figure 4.18, concentrations are shown
versus normalized time, as defined in Eq. (4.5). This figure clearly demonstrates that scaling using Eq.
(4.5) is appropriate for Category I sites with different layer positions.
The analysis presented so far in this section applies to well-defined contaminated zones with a known
CM location. Information to estimate the position of such zones typically comes from site
characterization. However, if such information is not available, the position of the CM at a Category I
site with constant recharge, tCM years after the waste disposal, can be estimated by

CM 

tCM R
 v Rvc

(4.6)

Eq. (4.6) is valid for vadose zone with relative homogeneous water content conditions. For layered
systems, an estimate of the CM needs to consider the lengths of the individual layers i and their average
moisture contents,  vi . With that information, the travel time through each layer, ti , can be computed as
follows

t i 

Lvi vi Rvci
R

(4.7)

and cumulative travel time plots can be constructed as a function of vadose zone depths. An example of
such a plot is shown in Figure 4.19 for a layered system defined in the caption. Cumulative travel time
plots can be used to estimate CM from tCM as indicated by the example in the plot. An additional feature
of such plots is that it also provides an estimate for the travel time of the concentration peak from the
current CM location to groundwater, t cp , which is equal to the total travel time from the top surface to the
groundwater, t t , minus tCM (Figure 4.19).
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Figure 4.15. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for R = 3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr
with the initial C/Co = 1.0 between z = 10 and 15 m (CM is at z = 12.5 m). Simulations:
sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2 and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.16. Normalized groundwater concentration vs. normalized time (tR/( Lv  v Rcv )) for R = 3.5, 8,
25, 50, and 100 mm/yr with the initial C/Co = 1.0 between z = 10 and 15 m (CM is at z =
12.5 m). Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2 and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.17. Normalized groundwater concentration versus time for two 5 m thick contaminated zones (z
= 0-5 m with CM at z = 2.5 m; z = 10-15 m with CM at z = 12.5 m) where the initial C/Co =
1.0. The scaling is shown for R = 25 and 50 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd =
25 m2 and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.18. Normalized groundwater concentration over time/CM for two 5 m thick contaminated zones
(z = 0-5 m with CM at z = 2.5 m; z = 10-15 m with CM at z = 12.5 m) where the initial C/Co
= 1.0. The scaling is shown for R = 25 and 50 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd
= 25 m2 and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.19. Peak arrival travel time from a waste disposal site to depth z (m) under steady-state,
recharge-dominated conditions with R = 50 mm/year (0.05 m/year). The vadose zone
contains five layers of 10 m each, with, starting at the top going downwards,  v values of
0.075, 0.15, 0.3, 0.1, and 0.3, respectively. The black dashed lines indicate an example
calculation for CM in the vadose zone at tCM = 60 years after waste disposal. The red
dashed lines indicate the determination of the total travel time through the vadose zone ( t t
= 185 year). The contaminant peak arrival time, t cp , (green dashed line) is predicted to
occur 185 – 60 = 125 years from the current time.

4.1.2

Category I; Layered Subsurface

The effect of layered systems on contaminant mass discharge was investigated for the same variables
described in Section 4.1.1. for homogeneous systems. The results are all consistent with the application
of Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) for steady-state conditions at Category I sites and for that reason only results for
variations in Lv and R are discussed in this section. In Figure 4.20 examples of computed groundwater
concentrations, C a , resulting from the disposal of a nonsorbing contaminant in sandy loam, are shown for
four Lv values with a 5 m silt layer in the center. The C a results indicate that compared to the
homogeneous sandy loam simulations (Figure 4.1), the travel times have increased. The silt layer is
wetter than the surrounding sandy loam and the additional water in the layered system causes the
contaminant to have a delayed arrival at the water table. Under the imposed R of 3.5 mm/yr, the
approximate  v of the silt layer is 0.25, which is equivalent to average saturation of about 0.6. In Figure
4.21, the aquifer concentrations are plotted as a function of normalized time. The plots show that for all

Lv values, Tcp is close to 1, computed using simulated  v values of 0.442, 0.334, 0.297, and 0.278 for Lv
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= 10, 25, 50, and 100 m, respectively. The deviation from Tcp = 1 increases with a decrease in Lv
because the influence of the disposal volume is more significant in a smaller vadose zone. A comparison
of predicted peak t cp values using Eq. (4.1) and simulated t cp values is shown in Figure 4.22 for a
nonsorbing contaminant in sandy loam and sand with a 5 m silt layer in the center for four Lv values.
Examples of the effects of recharge on contaminant transport in layered systems are shown in Figure
4.23–Figure 4.25. Computed groundwater concentrations, C a , are shown for five R values, ranging from
3.5 mm/yr to 100 mm/yr. The C a results in Figure 4.23 indicate that the arrival times are larger for the
layered cases than for the homogeneous sandy loam simulations (Figure 4.6). The C a results versus
normalized time (Figure 4.24) show Tcp values close to 1 for all R values, indicating that even for the
largest R value of 100 mm/yr where the silt layer has an average saturation 0.85 (  v = 0.36), the
contaminant mass discharge falls in Category I. A comparison of predicted peak Tcp values using
Eq. (2.11) and simulated Tcp values is shown in Figure 4.25 for the sandy loam and equivalent sand
simulations. Consistent with the findings for homogeneous cases, the predicted and simulated values are
fairly close, indicating the appropriateness of using a simple algebraic relation (Eq (2.11)) for estimating
arrival times for Category I sites with steady-state recharge conditions.

Figure 4.20. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m.
Simulations: sandy loam with 5 m silt zone in the center; SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd
= 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.
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Figure 4.21. Normalized groundwater concentration vs. dimensionless time (tR/( Lv  v Rcv )) for Lv =
10, 25, 50, and 100 m. Simulations: sandy loam with 5 m silt zone in the center; SAwd = 25
m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.

Figure 4.22. Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times of nonsorbing contaminants
for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m. Simulations: sandy loam with 5 m silt zone in the center;
SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.
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Figure 4.23. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for R = 3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr.
Simulations: sandy loam with a 5 m silt layer in the center. SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3,

Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.24. Normalized groundwater concentration vs. dimensionless time (tR/( Lv  v Rvc )) for R =
3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam with a 5 m silt layer in the center.
SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.25. Relation between predicted and simulated peak arrival times of nonsorbing contaminants
for R = 3.5, 8, 25, 50, and 100 mm/yr. Simulations: sandy loam and sand with 5 m silt
layer in the center. SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and Lv = 25 m.

4.1.3

Category I: Contaminant Mixing

In the analysis and examples shown so far in Section 4, the emphasis has been on the contaminant
peak arrival time. It has been clearly demonstrated that this time can be predicted with simple algebraic
equations (Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11)) using only a few averaged parameter values. The previous
concentration plots indicate that some spreading occurs around the peak, as is typical for contaminant
breakthrough behavior. The spreading in steady-state systems is the result of hydrodynamic dispersion,
as explained in Section 2. In the simulations, a total variation diminishing scheme is used to compute
mechanical dispersion to keep numerical mixing to a minimum. Molecular diffusion is computed using a
Fick’s type approach (Eq. (2.6)). The effects of molecular diffusion have been investigated in a
sensitivity analysis for several configurations in which the diffusion coefficient in water ( Do ) was varied
from 0.25 to 4 times the assumed contaminant Do of 2.5e-5 cm2/s. An example of the results is shown in
Figure 4.26, demonstrating a limited effect of diffusion on contaminant spreading. These results can be
explained by realizing that the diffusive flux is directly related to the product of the tortuosity (  ) and

Do : Do . For unsaturated systems in sandy loam and sand, the  value is typically less than 0.01,
making the diffusive process rather tortuous. The results shown in Figure 4.26 suggest that the observed
spreading is likely the result of mechanical dispersion. Additional research is needed to quantify and
improve the understanding of this mixing process related to mass discharge from a vadose zone into
groundwater.
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To quantify the spreading behavior, all C a results for Category I sites (Appendix A) have been
analyzed to obtain contaminant arrival and elution concentration times. The contaminant arrival time,

t ca , is defined as the time when C a is 1% of the peak concentration at the beginning of the period of
mass discharge into the groundwater. The contaminant elution time, t ce , is defined as the time when

C a is 1% of the peak concentration at the end of the mass discharge period. Both times can be
normalized using an expression similar to Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) to yield Tca and Tce , respectively. The
expression can be used to analyze arrival and elution times. An example in Figure 4.27 shows how these
quantities can be used to specify spreading around Tcp . The example figure indicates that the relative
spreading for this example decreases with increasing Lv .
The results from all homogeneous and heterogeneous simulations were analyzed to compute Tca , Tcp ,
and Tce values. The ranges in the normalized times are presented in Table 4.1 for different Lv values. The
specified ranges in the tables included sorbing and nonsorbing contaminants and apply to both
homogeneous and heterogeneous systems. Although detailed knowledge of the relative narrow ranges
has not been obtained, the presented numbers are of practical use for Category I waste sites.

Figure 4.26. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for various diffusion coefficients ( Do =
2.5e-5 cm2/s. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R =
3.5 mm/yr, and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.27. Normalized time (tR/( Lv  v Rvc )) versus Lv for contaminant arrival, peak, and elution
times. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5
mm/yr.

Table 4.1. Simulated ranges in Tca : Tcp and Tce : Tcp ratios for Category I disposal events. The reported
ranges are for homogeneous and layered systems and for contaminants with Kd ranging from
0 – 0.2 mL/g.

Vadose Zone Length ( Lv ; m)
10
25
50
100
10
25
50
100

Normalized
Contaminant Arrival
Time/Peak Arrival Time

Normalized
Contaminant Elution
Time/Peak Arrival Time

( Tca : Tcp )

( Tce : Tcp )

Sandy Loam
0.42-0.49
0.45-0.52
0.56-0.63
0.65-0.72
Sand
0.39-0.48
0.43-0.50
0.52-0.58
0.62-0.69
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1.92-2.05
1.72-1.79
1.50-1.57
1.34-1.42
1.90-2.09
1.75-1.82
1.56-1.65
1.37-1.44

4.2 Waste Disposal Parameters
In this section, waste disposal impacts of key parameters listed in Table 3.1 are discussed for
Category I sites. The parameters include volume ( Vwd ), duration ( Dwd ), rate ( Rwd ), contamination
concentration ( C wd ), and surface area (SAwd). The disposed mass ( M wd ) is also considered to be the
product of Vwd and C wd . In the examples, it was assumed that the retardation coefficients and porosities
were the same in the vadose zone and groundwater ( Rca = Rcv and n a = nv ), and that La = 5 m.

4.2.1

Waste Disposal Volume

For a given C wd , Vwd determines M wd disposed at a site. For systems where contaminant transport is
dominated by advective migration driven by recharge, the mass discharge into groundwater from the
vadose zone is almost directly proportional to Vwd and the resulting aquifer concentrations ( C a ) follow
suit. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29.

Figure 4.28. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for Vwd = 1, 2, 5, and 10 m3.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Dwd = 1 day, C wd = 1/L, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and

Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.29. Normalized groundwater concentration over time/ Vwd for Vwd = 1, 2, 5, and 10 m3.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Dwd = 1 day, C wd = 1/L, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and

Lv = 25 m.
4.2.2

Waste Disposal Duration

For a given total Vwd , the Dwd does not change the M wd disposed at a site. The mass discharge into
groundwater from the vadose zone is therefore only marginally affected by Dwd as is shown in Figure
4.30.
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Figure 4.30. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for Dwd = 1, 2, 5, and 10 days.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and Lv = 25 m.

4.2.3

Waste Concentration

For a given Vwd , C wd determines M wd disposed at a site. For Category I systems, the mass discharge
into groundwater from the vadose zone is almost directly proportional to C wd and the resulting aquifer
concentrations are also directly proportional. When plotted as a normalized concentration, the resulting
plots are similar. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.31.
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Figure 4.31. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for C wd = 1, 2, 5, and 10 1/L.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr,
and Lv = 25 m.

4.2.4

Waste Disposal Area

For a given Vwd and C wd at a Category I site, SAwd has a minimal effect on aquifer concentrations
because the M wd does not change. Therefore, in recharge-dominated systems, the mass discharge into
groundwater is very similar. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for SAwd = 1, 10, 25 and 100 m2.
Simulations: sandy loam with Vwd = 1 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and Lv = 25 m.

4.3 Transition from Category I to Category II
The above analysis has focused on Category I sites, and results are characterized by a single, nearly
symmetric peak of groundwater contamination that, in most cases, will occur at some time in the future.
Alternatively, Category II sites are characterized by two peaks in groundwater concentration: the first
peak is associated with an existing or near-term plume, and the second peak will occur in the future,
similar to the peak at a Category I site. Even though groundwater concentrations below the source area
are diminishing in the near term (i.e., the decline of the first peak), the contaminant mass discharge from
the vadose zone will not reduce to zero and will rise again much later as part of the second contaminant
breakthrough. This second peak results from contamination retained within the vadose zone that slowly
migrates downwards due to surface recharge and gravity drainage. Not all sites can be defined as either a
Category I or II site because volumes and/or disposal rates are too high to cause a Category I site but too
low to create the characteristic double peak to qualify as a Category II site. The mass discharge of a
transition site may lead to an asymmetric single peak, with a slower rise toward the peak concentration
than the decline afterwards. Transition from a Category I to a Category II site may, for instance, be
obtained by the increase of the disposed volume ( Vwd ) as shown in Figure 4.33. For each of the plots, the
disposed mass ( M wd ) is kept the same by keeping the product of Vwd and C wd equal to 1. The figure
shows that a transition starts to occur at a Vwd of 50 m3. The full simulation matrix (Appendix A)
demonstrated that every Category I site can be transitioned to a Category II site by increasing the Vwd .
However, the set of simulations were not sufficient to clearly identify an expression relating some of the
key parameters in Table 3.1. For instance, for the same conditions shown in Figure 4.33, a Category II
site is clearly obtained for Vwd values of 25, 100, 500, and 8,000 m3 for Lv values of 10, 25, 50, and 100
m. Examples for two Lv values are shown in Figure 4.34.
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Figure 4.33. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for different waste disposal volumes with
the same mass. The numbers in the legend denote Vwd ( m3) and C wd (1/L). The
simulations are for sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and Lv =
25 m.

Figure 4.34. Comparison of Category I and II normalized groundwater concentrations over time for
different waste scenarios with the same mass. The numbers in the legend denote Lv and

Vwd , respectively. Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, R = 3.5 mm/yr, and
Dwd = 1 m3.
Another way to transfer from a Category I to a Category II site is by reducing the Dwd of a given Vwd .
As a result, the increased rate may, at some point, cause a direct impact on groundwater such that it would
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be classified as a Category II site. This transition is shown in Figure 4.35. However, this modification
will only lead to a transition when the total volume is sufficient. For smaller volumes, even an extreme
rate increase is not sufficient to create a direct groundwater impact. An interesting result is that the
transition zone is relatively small in terms of Vwd for all investigated Lv values. An example of such a
relation is shown in Figure 4.36. Although all curves show a gradual decline in peak arrival time, the
rapid decline toward a Category II site is obvious for all Lv values.

Figure 4.35. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for different waste disposal times with the
same mass. The numbers in the legend denote the disposal time (in days). The simulations
are for sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 100 m3, C wd = 1/L, = 3.5 mm/yr, and Lv =
25 m.
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Figure 4.36. Peak contaminant arrival time as a function of Vwd (m3) for Lv = 10, 25, 50, and 100 m.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Dwd = 1 day, and R = 3.5 mm/yr.

4.4 Groundwater Parameters
In this section, impacts of aquifer parameters (Table 3.1) on C a are discussed. The parameters
include Darcy velocity ( q a ), contaminant mixing thickness ( La ), porosity ( na ), and the contaminant
retardation coefficient ( Rcs ). In the examples, it was assumed that the retardation coefficients and
porosities are the same in the vadose zone and groundwater ( Rca = Rcv and n a = nv ), and that La = 5 m.
The impacts of the groundwater parameters are determined by the mixing model, which uses the mass
discharge data generated by the numerical model. When a mixing model is used, its simplicity leads to
straightforward results, with near linearity in the response to a changing Darcy velocity (Figure 4.37), and
contaminant mixing thickness in the aquifer (Figure 4.38). The impact of aquifer porosity on
concentration (Figure 4.39) is negligible under most conditions. For instance, a reduction in porosity by a
factor two means that the travel time through the contaminated aquifer reduces by the same factor.
Therefore, the mass discharge over this time period is halved. Because the reduced mass discharge is
divided by a pore space half the size, the resulting water concentration is the same. Finally, Figure 4.40
shows that, for the same mass discharge into groundwater, concentrations for a sorbing contaminant are
smaller than for a nonsorbing contaminant by a factor equal to the retardation coefficient.
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Figure 4.37. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for q a = 0.3, 0.6, 1.5 and 3.0 m/d.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr,

La = 5 m, and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.38. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for La = 5, 10, and 20 m. Simulations:
sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr, q a = 0.3 m/d,
and Lv = 25 m.
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Figure 4.39. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for n v = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.41.
Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R = 3.5 mm/yr,

q a = 0.3 m/d, La = 5 m, and Lv = 25 m.

Figure 4.40. Normalized groundwater concentration over time for K d = 0, 0.1, and 0.2 ( Rac =1, 1.38,
and 1.76). Simulations: sandy loam with SAwd = 25 m2, Vwd = 25 m3, Dwd = 1 day, R =
3.5 mm/yr, q a = 0.3 m/d, La = 5 m, and Lv = 25 m.
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5.0

Evaluation Procedure

This section describes an approach to estimate transport of contaminants through the vadose zone and
the resulting temporal profile of groundwater contaminant concentrations. The approach is summarized
below. Subsequent sections provide additional discussion of each element.
1. Determine values of key vadose zone, waste disposal, and groundwater parameters.
2. Assess the current vertical distribution of contaminants in the vadose zone.
3. Assess the site in terms of short- and long-term impacts to groundwater.
4. Estimate contaminant travel times to groundwater.
5. Use the parameter-value estimates and impact to groundwater assessment to predict the future
groundwater contaminant concentration profiles beneath the waste disposal site.
6. Evaluate uncertainty in the predictions.

5.1 Parameter Value Estimation
The first step in the evaluation is to estimate key vadose zone, waste disposal, and groundwater
parameter values. These values are used later in the assessment to estimate contaminant travel times and
groundwater concentrations. The vadose zone parameters include thickness ( Lv ), recharge rate (R),
porosity ( n v ), water content (  v ), and the contaminant retardation coefficient ( Rcv ). The waste disposal
parameters include volume ( Vwd ), duration ( Dwd ), rate ( Rwd ) surface area (SAwd), contaminant
concentration ( C wd ), and total mass ( M wd ). For these parameters, two of the three parameters out of

Vwd , Dwd , and Rwd determine the 3rd one. Similarly, either M wd or C wd can be obtained with
knowledge of the other value and Vwd . The groundwater parameters needed to compute concentrations
include contaminant mixing thickness in the aquifer ( La ), Darcy velocity ( q a ), porosity ( n a ), and the
retardation coefficient ( Rca ). In this approach, the assumption is that the monitoring screen length (s) is
equal to or smaller than La . The process for determining most of the listed parameters is
straightforward. For a few parameters, such as porosity, water content, and retardation coefficients, some
additional guidance is provided below.
The porosity and water content values needed in the assessment are average values over the whole
vadose zone thickness or, in the case of a layered system, over each layer. Average porosity values ( nv in
the vadose zone and n a in the aquier) can be obtained from core analyses, if available, or obtained for
literature data sets (e.g., Carsel and Parrish, 1988). Average water content values (  v ) may be obtained
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by averaging neutron probe data or from other available field information (e.g., borehole sample data).
Alternatively, a 1-D flow simulation may be conducted with the recharge rate as the top boundary
condition and atmospheric pressure imposed at the bottom. Using generic sediment hydraulic properties
from an applicable data base, simulated water contents are obtained as a function of elevation in the
vadose zone. Integration of these water contents will then produce the  v value needed for this analysis.
Values of retardation coefficients are obtained by evaluating physical/chemical interactions with
sediments. Assuming a linear Freundlich relation, the average retardation coefficient in the whole vadose
zone or for each layer is a function of nv ,  v , and the partitioning coefficient K d , is as follows:

Rcv  1 

 s (1  nv ) K d
v

(5.1)

In the groundwater, the equivalent relation is:

Rca  1 

 s (1  na ) K d
na

(5.2)

Values of K d are typically obtained from the literature or from site-specific batch or column leaching
tests. In some cases, waste disposal chemistry may affect the retardation coefficients as discussed in
Section 6.

5.2 Contaminant Distribution Assessment
The transport assessment in this document can be used to estimate travel times and resulting groundwater contaminant concentrations from the time of disposal. Alternatively, the current distribution of
contaminants may be used as a starting point for evaluating future transport of contaminants through the
vadose zone toward groundwater. The current distribution of contaminants needs to be estimated using
either characterization data (e.g., borehole sample analysis of geophysical surveys), estimates of historical
contaminant disposal and distribution, recharge-based simple algebraic expressions relating contaminant
travel distance from the waste site to recharge rates and water contents (Section 4.1.1.5), or a combination
of these methods. The current contaminant distribution can then be used to estimate transport distances
from the center of contaminant mass in the vadose zone and from the current leading and trailing edges of
the vadose zone contaminant distribution. In combination with information for average recharge rates
and water contents, transport times can be computed from these locations using equations previously
introduced and shown in Section 5.4.
The estimation of current contaminant distribution needs to include an assessment of transport and
attenuation effects from biogeochemical reactions and/or physical/chemical interaction with sediments.
For instance, neutralization of acidic or alkaline waste discharged to the vadose zone can dissolve
sediment components with subsequent re-precipitation that can coat or bind some contaminants and
render them functionally immobile (i.e., only released to the pore water with slow dissolution of lowsolubility precipitates that would occur over a very long timeframe) (e.g., Truex et al. 2014a; Szecsody et
al. 2013).
5.2

5.3 Groundwater Impact Assessment
The information obtained in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 can be used to assess potential short-term
impacts on groundwater. For a given vadose zone thickness, there is a disposal volume and rate above
which contaminants will break through to the groundwater during, or shortly after, the disposal period.
For most sites with historical disposal, this condition would be indicated by an existing groundwater
contaminant plume. In this step of the assessment, data are compiled to classify the site as not having a
short-term impact (Category I) or having a short-term impact, followed by an additional long-term impact
(Category II). The contaminant discharge from Category I sites is predominantly transported to the
groundwater due to advective processes driven by the recharge rate. Category II sites require some
analyses to evaluate the portion of the contaminant mass that has or will be discharged in the short-term
due to advective processes driven by the waste discharge. These Category II sites will also have
contaminant mass that will be transported to the groundwater later on due to advective processes driven
by the recharge rate. For some sites, the groundwater impacts are in between these two categories.
If a waste site can be classified as a Category II site, it is recommended that pseudo 3-D axisymmetric
simulations, similar to those used in this document, be conducted. These types of simulations are needed
to estimate the temporal profile of groundwater contaminant concentrations for a Category II site. The
simulations can be performed with off-the-shelf groundwater flow and transport software. It is important
to use the numerical procedures discussed in this document to produce results that are minimally affected
by grid discretization and parameter value choices. However, the site may also elect to estimate the
future Category II site groundwater impact using the algebraic equations for a Category I site as a
bounding case. The Category II contaminant mass discharge will always occur sooner and have a lower
peak concentration than what is calculated using the Category I equations. The equations relevant for a
Category I site are provided in Section 5.4 and described in more detail in Section 2. This approach may
provide sufficient information at some sites to support remedy decisions.

5.4 Travel Time Predictions
Estimates for contaminant transport parameters outlined in Section 5.1 can be used to determine
contaminant arrival times in groundwater. For Category I sites, peak contaminant arrival times after
disposal, for non-sorbing ( Rvc  1 ) and sorbing ( Rvc  1 ) contaminants, can be estimated by

tp 

Lv v Rvc
R

(5.3)

The peak contaminant arrival time from a current vadose zone distribution, with a center of mass location,
CM (distance from top surface to the center of mass), can similarly be estimated using

tp 

Lv  CM  v Rvc
R

Mass discharge spreading in time may be estimated with values presented in Table 4.1.
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(5.4)

These calculations are also pertinent to the portion of the contaminant mass for Category II sites that
will be transported to the groundwater by the recharge rate. The computed travel times for a Category I
sites may be used as a bounding case for equivalent Category II sites (same geology and recharge
conditions but with different waste disposal characteristics) because contaminant mass discharge to the
groundwater for Category II always occurs sooner than at equivalent Category I sites.

5.5 Prediction of Groundwater Concentrations
This consolidated analysis builds on the information compiled in the previous steps to develop
predicted groundwater contaminant concentration profiles. A mixing model can be applied to transform
estimates of contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone to groundwater contaminant
concentration. This type of mixing approach is appropriate for local estimates of groundwater
concentration within transmissive zones. Additional analysis would be needed to estimate how
groundwater concentrations change during transport downgradient within the groundwater or to consider
the impact of low-permeability zones within the aquifer beneath the waste disposal site. The mixing
model takes into consideration parameters identified in Section 5.1, i.e., contaminant mixing thickness in
the aquifer, Darcy velocity, porosity, and the retardation coefficient. The mixing model is fully described
in Section 2.

5.6 Uncertainty Evaluation
Sensitivity analyses can be used to provide a range of estimated groundwater contaminant
concentration profiles based on reasonable ranges for the transport and mixing calculation parameters.
These sensitivity results can be used by decision makers to help interpret the results in terms of remedy
decisions associated with these estimates. Additional information about variations in input parameters is
provided in Section 4.

5.4

6.0

Remediation Decisions

The preceding sections of this report provide a technical approach for estimating contaminant mass
discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater and the associated groundwater contaminant
concentrations that would occur beneath the disposal site. As demonstrated by the supporting information
for the approach, these estimates can be conducted for a variety of vadose zone conditions using the
fundamental relationships included in the estimation method. Several factors may be important when
applying the results of these estimates to remediation decisions.
1. Results need to be presented and explained in the context of the site-specific heterogeneities and other
complexities.
2. In some cases, the results need to be described in the context of a Monitored Natural Attenuation
(MNA) remedy for the coupled system of the vadose zone and groundwater.
3. The results may need to be interpreted in terms of the types of, and targets for, mitigation approaches
in the vadose zone that would reduce the temporal profile of contaminant concentrations in
groundwater.
4. Appropriate monitoring approaches to verify the estimated contaminant transport and associated
predictions of groundwater contaminant concentrations may be needed.
The following sections discuss these factors and relevant actions to support remedy decisions.

6.1 Context of the Site-Specific Heterogeneities and Other
Complexities
All waste disposal sites will have some level of heterogeneous conditions in the vadose zone. In
addition, waste disposal fluids, infrastructure, or methods may add complexity to how contaminants were
added to the subsurface. Use of the estimates from the vadose zone transport evaluation presented herein
will need to account for any uncertainties in the estimates related to site-specific heterogeneities and other
complexities. The sections below provide a discussion of several categories of system complexity and
how they can be addressed. Note also that Section 2 presents scenarios relevant to some types of
heterogeneities and complexities.

6.1.1

Non-Uniform Disposal Conditions at a Single Site

A site-specific numerical model may be needed to assess impacts to groundwater at sites with highly
variable discharges that occur over a long period of time such that there are multiple release
characteristics of the disposal. In these cases, the waste discharge may not be represented by the analyses
in this document that are more relevant to single-release events or a discrete series of single-release events
(note: the document analyses can includes single-release events of relatively long duration).
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6.1.2

Clusters of Waste Disposal Sites with Different Type and Timing of
Disposal Fluids

Multiple waste disposal sites located in close proximity with different types of contaminants disposed
at various times might lead to complex subsurface flow and transport behavior combining short-term and
long-term effects as described in this document. Evaluation of subsurface contaminant transport below a
particular waste disposal site within the cluster should include the consideration of disposal at the
adjacent sites. To capture the complexity of such sites, analysis of vadose zone contaminant transport and
impacts to groundwater may need to be addressed with 3-D numerical models. An example of a 3-D
approach for multiple waste sites has been presented by Truex et al. (2015).

6.1.3

Large Uncontaminated Water Discharges in the Vicinity of the Waste
Disposal Site

Large-scale discharges of uncontaminated water near waste disposal sites might affect the water
contents, and thus the transport behavior, below the waste disposal site under consideration. The effects
of additional water from adjacent sites depend on the time of the disposal. If water contents are enhanced
below the site due to lateral water movement effects before waste disposal, contaminant transport toward
the water table may be slower compared to transport at an unaffected site. However, if fluids from
adjacent sites move beneath the site of interest during or after waste disposal, the migrating water might
accelerate vertical and lateral transport. In cases where adjacent sites might affect water contents, a
numerical analysis similar to that conducted in Truex et al. (2015) is appropriate to capture the potentially
complex behavior of flow and transport emanating from multiple sites.

6.1.4

Large-Scale Layered Sequences of Sediments with Contrasting Hydraulic
Properties

Contrasting hydraulic properties present in the subsurface might lead to very high water contents in
lower-permeability layers and, in more extreme cases, to the development of perched water during or
after waste disposal. If the disposal volume and rates are such that these layers remain unsaturated, the
analysis presented in this document for Category I sites can still be used. If the conditions are such that,
due to disposal volumes and hydraulic conductivity limitations, layers become saturated during (or
shortly after) disposal, lateral flow will occur below waste sites and lateral contaminant spreading will
occur. Numerical simulations incorporating hydraulic properties of low-permeability layers are typically
needed for such sites to evaluate contaminant distribution during disposal and until the system relaxes to
recharge control. Once the system relaxes to recharge control, the analyses presented in this document
are appropriate (i.e., low-permeability layers will no longer affect transport).

6.1.5

Numerous Small-Scale Lenses of Sediments with Contrasting Hydraulic
Properties

The effects described in 6.1.4 are typically enhanced in systems with numerous small-scale lenses.
The likelihood that one or more of these lenses will become fully saturated during disposal (and until the
system relaxes to recharge control) and limit vertical flow increases when more layers are present and
disposal volumes are large. A careful analysis using stratigraphic and hydraulic property information is
needed to evaluate the effects of large-volume waste disposal for these highly heterogeneous sites in
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terms of the contaminant distribution due to disposal. Once the system relaxes to recharge control, the
analyses presented in this document are appropriate (i.e., low-permeability lenses will no longer affect
transport).

6.1.6

Tilted Layers or Lenses of Sediments that Promote Lateral Flow during
Aqueous Disposal

Tilted layers can enhance lateral transport during disposal until conditions relax to recharge control.
For given waste site characteristics (volume, rate, etc.) the vertical flow and transport rates will decrease
due to lateral migration. However, the contaminant will spread over potentially larger areas, affecting
larger vadose zone volumes. Due to this enhanced spreading, the contaminant will be diluted and
groundwater concentration may decrease. Once the system relaxes to recharge control, the analyses
presented in this document are appropriate (i.e., tilted layers will no longer affect transport).

6.1.7

Perched Water Systems

Perched water systems are a special case where a subsurface feature is present that requires a
saturated water hydraulic head above the feature before the water flux through the feature is equal to the
water flux from above the feature. This situation and associated analysis of water fluxes for perched
water systems are described in detail by Truex et al (2013) and Oostrom et al. (2013).

6.1.8

Presence of Features that Can Promote Localized Accelerated Vertical
Transport (e.g., Clastic Dikes)

Locally accelerated vertical transport as a result of clastic dikes can promote early-time localized
contaminant movement toward the groundwater. The effect of clastic dikes is likely limited to sites with
large volumes disposed at high rates. Under these conditions, a Category II site might develop. Once the
system relaxes to recharge control, the analyses presented in this document are appropriate (i.e., clastic
dikes will no longer affect transport).

6.1.9

Acidic or Alkaline Waste Fluids

Acidic or basic conditions in a disposed aqueous waste fluid can induce reactions with the vadose
zone sediments that impact the phase and transport behavior of contaminants. Thus, an analysis to
determine the appropriate transport parameters in the context of the disposed fluid properties is needed.
Information to support this analysis, with emphasis on uranium contamination, is provided by Truex et al.
(2014a) and Szecsody et al. (2013).

6.1.10

High Ionic Strength Waste Fluids

High ionic strength in a disposed aqueous waste fluid can affect the adsorption behavior of ionic
contaminants. Thus, an analysis to determine the appropriate transport parameters in the context of the
disposed fluid properties is needed. Information to support this analysis, with emphasis on uranium
contamination, is provided by Truex et al. (2014a) and Szecsody et al. (2013).
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6.1.11

Dense or Viscous Waste Fluids

Advective fluid flow is strongly affected by fluid density and viscosity. Mass flux is proportional to
fluid density and inversely proportional to the viscosity. It is expected that vadose zone transport will be
enhanced by dense fluids but lessened by more viscous fluids. Over time, the effects of dense and viscous
fluids will dissipate due to mixing with the resident vadose zone water. If density and viscosity data are
available, they should be taken into consideration in the evaluation and numerical simulators that have the
capability to simulate the behavior of variable density and viscosity aqueous phase fluids may be needed.

6.1.12

Nonaqueous-Phase Liquid Waste Fluids

Nonaqueous-phase liquids (NAPLs) are mostly immiscible with water. The assessment presented in
this report does not account for the evaluation of immiscible fluids. Due to the multiphase flow and
transport behavior when NAPLs are involved, an analysis based on simple algebraic equation for single
phase flow, cannot be applied. In general, multifluid flow simulators are needed to improve the
understanding of groundwater impacts at NAPL sites.

6.2 MNA Evaluation
As demonstrated and discussed in Sections 2, 3, and 4, contaminant concentrations are attenuated in
the vadose zone because of unsaturated-flow processes and transport processes, and further attenuation in
concentration occurs during mixing with the groundwater. Thus, describing the transport of contaminants
through the vadose zone in terms of an MNA evaluation can be of benefit and provide a means for
structuring a coupled evaluation of the vadose zone and groundwater. For MNA of inorganic
contaminants in groundwater, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) technical protocol for
MNA of inorganic contaminants in groundwater (EPA 2007a, 2007b, 2010, hereafter referred to as the
“EPA Protocol”) describes use of a tiered evaluation approach for MNA in the groundwater. This same
tiered approach can be applied with respect to vadose zone contaminant transport in describing the factors
that quantify this transport as a contaminant source to the groundwater. Quantifying this source is
important as part of evaluating the capacity and sustainability of attenuation within the aquifer in the
context of meeting the RAOs for the site. The tiered analysis in the vadose zone provides a means of
determining whether natural attenuation is effective for source control as part of the groundwater
remediation approach.
In quantifying the magnitude of a vadose zone source with respect to its impact on groundwater,
vadose zone pore-water contaminant concentrations are not directly important; instead, the overall mass
discharge of contaminants to the groundwater over time is most important (e.g., the mass flux through a
defined cross-sectional area). The contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone in combination with
the flow and transport characteristics of the aquifer determines the concentrations within the resulting
groundwater contaminant plume. Thus, the role of natural attenuation in the vadose zone is in limiting
the contaminant mass discharge to the groundwater.
As with groundwater contamination, natural attenuation may be sufficient as the sole vadose zone
remedy or can be quantified for inclusion as part of a remedy along with other measures. By using a
tiered approach, as described in the EPA Protocol for groundwater, an MNA-style approach to evaluation
of contaminant transport through the vadose zone can provide useful information to support remedy
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decisions. Contaminants in the vadose zone for an aqueous waste disposal site typically originate from a
surface or near-surface waste release and then must move through the vadose zone to become a
contaminant source to the groundwater. Thus, the fate and transport of contaminants in the vadose zone
affect the character of this source and the development/evolution of groundwater plumes. Natural
attenuation in the vadose zone is a mechanism of source control relative to the groundwater and could be
considered sufficient to mitigate risk (e.g., a no-action alternative), or MNA may be all or part of a
remedy addressing the released waste material.
For groundwater contamination, the EPA Protocol uses three progressive evaluation tiers and a final
implementation tier to assess MNA as a remedy for inorganic and radionuclide contamination (Table 6.1).
A parallel approach can be applied for the vadose zone as part of evaluating the vadose zone contaminant
source flux component of MNA or other groundwater remedies (Table 6.2). This approach builds from
the information presented by Truex and Carroll (2013) using the contaminant transport information
presented above in Sections 2, 3, and 4. The first three tiers of the transport and attenuation assessment
for inorganic contaminants in the vadose zone are discussed below. The performance monitoring aspect
of Tier IV is covered in Section 6.4. Section 6.3 provides information that may be useful for assessing
enhanced attenuation in the vadose zone as an extension of the tiered attenuation assessment for
conditions where natural attenuation is not solely sufficient to meet RAOs.

Table 6.1. Summary of the EPA Protocol tiered MNA assessment for groundwater plumes (after Truex
and Carroll 2013).
Tier
I
II
III

IV

Objective
Demonstrate active contaminant
removal from groundwater.
Determine mechanism and rate of
attenuation.
Determine system capacity and
stability of attenuation.
Design performance monitoring
program and identify alternative
remedies.

Assessment
Is the plume expanding, static, or contracting?
Is the attenuation rate sufficient for attaining cleanup in
reasonable time frame?
Is the attenuation capacity sufficient and sustainable to
attenuate contaminant mass to below regulatory
objectives?
Can monitoring be implemented to verify performance
and identify condition changes that may lead to
failure?
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Table 6.2. Summary of the tiered transport and attenuation assessment for inorganic contaminants in the
vadose zone.
Tier
I

II

III

IV

6.2.1

Objective
Demonstrate that conditions are
suitable for recharge to be
considered a primary driving force
for contaminant transport.
Determine and quantify the factors
attenuating the contaminant
transport rate.

Determine temporal profile of
contaminant mass discharge to the
groundwater and resulting
groundwater contaminant
concentration profile.
Design performance monitoring
program and identify alternative
remedies.

Assessment
Is the current water inflow at the surface equal to or
less than the recharge rate (e.g., there are currently no
significant water discharges other than precipitation)?
Will a large percentage of the contaminant mass in the
vadose zone be transported toward the groundwater at
a rate controlled by the recharge rate and/or be
transported slowly due to adsorption, solubilitycontrolled interactions, or transformations that reduce
contaminant concentrations (e.g., radioactive decay or
degradation reactions [e.g., denitrification])?
Is the contaminant mass discharge to the groundwater
low enough to 1) reach or maintain groundwater
contaminant concentrations below regulatory
objectives, or 2) be addressed by a groundwater
remedy in a reasonable time?
Can monitoring be implemented to verify performance
and identify condition changes that may lead to failure
and the need for an alternative (contingency) remedy?

Tier I: Demonstrate that Conditions Are Suitable for Recharge to Be
Considered a Primary Driving Force for Contaminant Transport

The EPA Protocol Tier I evaluation for groundwater plumes uses evidence that natural attenuation is
occurring to identify sites for which MNA may be appropriate. As described in Sections 2, 3, and 4, a
key distinguishing factor for contaminant mass discharge behavior in the vadose zone is the extent to
which the recharge rate controls the water advection through the vadose zone. In most cases, recharge
will be or become the primary driving force for water advection. Exceptions may be where there is a
continued waste or water discharge at the site in addition to rainfall. In addition, the water advection at
sites that received a large volume of water in relation to the vadose zone thickness may be controlled by
this water discharge for some length of time after the discharge is terminated. The information in
Sections 2, 3, and 4 can help distinguish these conditions as described by Category I and Category II sites.
If a groundwater contaminant plume is present, the temporal profile of contaminant concentrations may
also provide insight about whether a large volume water release is still controlling the short-term water
advection through the vadose zone.
If evidence indicates that recharge is a primary driving force for contaminant transport (e.g., Category
I sites), then attenuation of contaminant transport in the vadose zone is likely and a continued assessment
based on Tier II is appropriate. If other water sources are present or the site is still under a condition with
contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone to the groundwater controlled by a large volume water
release (e.g., Category II sites), consideration of these conditions using the information in Sections 2, 3,
and 4 and/or a site-specific analysis such as described by Truex et al. (2015) and Oostrom et al. (2015) are
recommended prior to considering continuation with a Tier II assessment.
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Tier I Summary:
 Direct evidence showing the lack of current and future water sources other than precipitation.
 Initial assessment of leak size and vadose zone thickness with respect to the importance of leak
volume to current and future contaminant mass discharge into the groundwater at the site. Sites with
a low importance of the leak volume (e.g., Category I sites) can proceed directly to Tier II. Sites
where the leak volume may significantly affect current or future contaminant mass discharge may
need to use a more complex, site-specific analysis to quantify this affect prior to proceeding to Tier II
(see Sections 2, 3, and 4).

6.2.2

Tier II: Determine and Quantify the Factors Attenuating the Contaminant
Transport Rate

The EPA Protocol Tier II evaluation for groundwater plumes requires determining the mechanisms
and rates of attenuation. For the vadose zone, there are two major components to attenuation: 1)
advective and dispersive factors that affect water and contaminant flux to the groundwater and 2)
transport phenomena such as sorption, solubility control, and decay/degradation that slow contaminant
movement relative to water movement. Figure 6.1 illustrates the type of mechanisms that may need to be
considered for natural attenuation in the vadose zone. Note that Figure 6.1 includes waste fluid properties
and chemistry because, typically, wastes are directly released to the vadose zone and attenuation may be
impacted by the nature of the waste material (e.g., Szecsody et al. 2013; Truex et al. 2014a). The Tier II
assessment focuses on the second component of attenuation factors. Advection and dispersive processes
are addressed in Tier III.

Figure 6.1.

Attenuation mechanisms (green font) for inorganic contaminants in the vadose zone and
factors that can impact attenuation (black font).

Several approaches can be applied to identify and describe transport parameters for a vadose zone
site. Literature information may be sufficient to bound the range of parameter values for analysis of
transport and would be sufficient to define the radioactive decay rate. Site-specific tests can be applied to
investigate partitioning and solubility control through sequential extractions, pore-water chemistry
evaluations, batch Kd experiments, and soil-column leaching tests. These tests can be applied to define
the portion of the contaminant inventory that is mobile and to estimate appropriate transport parameters.
In some cases, there may be multiple transport parameters for different species of the same contaminant
or within different portions of the vadose zone associated with different geochemical conditions (e.g.,
ionic strength). Degradation/transformation tests may be appropriate for contaminants such as nitrate or
for contaminants such as iodine where transformation between species with differing transport properties
may be important. Typically, redox changes may not be considered a long-term phenomenon for
changing contaminant mobility, but may be appropriate in some cases for redox-sensitive contaminants
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(e.g., chromium or uranium). In the vadose zone, transport processes can vary with distance from the
disposal location and time. For instance, Szecsody et al (2013) and Truex et al. (2014a) describe changes
that occur in uranium transport when the uranium is disposed in combination with an acidic or an alkaline
aqueous waste.
Tier II Summary:
 Collect data from sediment core samples or literature information that show partitioning of
contaminants from the pore water to sediment-associated phases has occurred or is likely to occur.
 Quantify sorption, solubility control, and degradation/decay, taking into account changes with depth,
waste disposal chemistry and abiotic/microbial processes:
–

Conduct sediment and pore-water chemistry analyses.

–

Perform sequential extraction analyses and contaminant partitioning or leaching experiments.

–

Evaluate biogeochemical evolution with time and depth from initial waste release as appropriate.

–

Evaluate the impact of waste fluid properties as appropriate.

6.2.3

Tier III: Determine Temporal Profile of Contaminant Mass Discharge to
the Groundwater and Resulting Groundwater Contaminant Concentration
Profile

The EPA Protocol Tier III evaluation for groundwater plumes focuses on two elements of natural
attenuation that are important in demonstrating that MNA can meet remediation goals. First, natural
attenuation effectiveness is assessed based on the capacity of an aquifer system to attenuate contaminants.
The aquifer system within the zone identified for treatment (e.g., before reaching a compliance location)
must be able to attenuate the amount of contaminants that are present and reach targeted concentration
goals. Second, natural attenuation longevity in the aquifer is assessed. Because contaminants are left in
place, it is necessary to demonstrate that the mechanisms that decrease concentrations below the
identified goals will be able to maintain acceptable concentrations in the groundwater over time, under the
range of hydraulic and geochemical conditions that are expected. That is, the attenuation mechanisms in
the groundwater must be stable and sustainable. For the vadose zone, the capacity for and longevity of
attenuation in the vadose zone controls the resulting contaminant mass discharge to the groundwater. In
terms of evaluating the contaminant mass discharge in the context of a groundwater plume, the temporal
profile of the discharge is also important.
Using the information obtained from Tier II evaluation, the temporal profile of contaminant mass
discharge can be estimated using the approaches described herein (e.g., Sections 2, 3, and 4) or through
other fate and transport analyses. Sensitivity in parameter values and potential for changes over time in
conditions can be included to support interpretation of the results.
Tier III Summary:
 Compile appropriate parameters to use in the site-specific fate and transport analysis.
 Estimate the temporal profile of groundwater contaminant concentration.
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 Consider changes over time that may impact the temporal profile of groundwater contaminant
concentration:
–

changes in recharge rate;

–

changes in pore-water chemistry that impact attenuation;

–

changes in groundwater elevation or flow rate;

–

changes induced by vadose zone actions (e.g., application of a surface infiltration barrier).

6.3 Evaluating Mitigation Approaches
When quantifying vadose zone transport and the resulting predicted concentration in groundwater
beneath the waste disposal site, it may become apparent that remediation to decrease the discharge of
vadose zone contaminants into the groundwater is useful as part of a coupled strategy with groundwater
remediation. While a transport assessment specific to vadose zone remedy evaluation would likely be
needed to finalize selection of a vadose zone remedy, the evaluation approach herein can provide some
useful information.
One type of evaluation with respect to remediation would be to evaluate the effect of the recharge rate
on the predicted concentrations. If it is possible to impose a recharge rate in the analysis that will meet
the groundwater concentration goals, then a surface barrier and/or desiccation may be a viable vadose
zone remediation strategy.
Scenarios with increased retardation of contaminants or decreasing the portion of the contaminant
mass and concentration available for transport can also be investigated. In this way, targets for the
magnitude of change in retardation or reduction in the functionally mobile contaminant mass (e.g.,
reducing mobile contaminant mass by sequestering some of the contaminants with low-solubility
precipitates) can be identified. If these types of changes are predicted to meet the groundwater
concentration goals, then technologies to achieve these changes can be evaluated (e.g., Dresel et al. 2011;
Denham and Looney 2007; Szecsody et al. 2010a,b, 2012, 2015; Zhong et al. 2014; Truex et al. 2014b,c;
Thornton et al. 2007)

6.4 Monitoring Approaches
For MNA in groundwater, the fourth tier of the EPA Protocol for groundwater plumes specifies
designing a monitoring program using a network of wells to verify that the groundwater plume remains
static or shrinks and that attenuation mechanisms are being sustained. This overall approach for
groundwater is also relevant to the vadose zone in that it points to the need for verifying attenuation
capacity and longevity, although the specific monitoring approach for groundwater using monitoring
wells and groundwater chemistry assessment is not directly applicable in the vadose zone.
Monitoring is inherently difficult in the vadose zone because the aqueous phase involved in inorganic
contaminant transport cannot be readily monitored by extracted samples and a limited number of sensors
and geophysical techniques are applicable. Bunn et al. (2012) provide some insight into potential
monitoring approaches for the vadose zone. The evaluation approach herein provides estimates for
contaminant transport along with the associated conditions (e.g., parameter values) that can be verified as
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part of a vadose zone monitoring program and be applied in conjunction with groundwater monitoring.
Recommended elements of a monitoring approach are provided below.
 Periodic neutron logging – These data are needed initially to support the transport analysis and then
can be used afterward to verify moisture content distributions are behaving as expected.
 Contaminant distribution in the vadose zone – These data could be obtained with boreholes or
geophysics (e.g., for contaminants that provide a change in pore-water electrical conductivity or other
measureable property) and are needed initially to support the transport analysis and then can be used
afterward to verify continuation of expected conditions and, in some cases, to observe the
contaminant migration rate. Estimates for the center of contaminant mass and the leading edge of
contamination can be useful to verify expected conditions.
 Verification of recharge or recharge changes – These data are important as initial input to the
transport analysis and then afterward to gather additional data to verify the range of recharge values
and to evaluate any recharge changes over time.
 Groundwater monitoring for short-term impacts – While vadose zone sources would tend to result in
groundwater responses with a relatively low rate of change, monitoring should be frequent enough to
verify expectations based on the predicted rate of change in the groundwater concentrations.
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7.0

Conclusions

An approach for evaluating transport and attenuation of inorganic contaminants in the vadose zone
for aqueous waste disposal sites was developed for use in supporting remedy decisions associated with
vadose zone contamination. Several aspects of this approach and associated technical foundations offer
new perspectives for evaluation of vadose zone contamination, as listed below.
 Contaminant transport behavior can be categorized (i.e., Category I or Category II from Section 2)
based on a set of site and waste disposal parameters, with use of groundwater plume data to
corroborate the selection of a category. There are distinct characteristics of the temporal profile of
groundwater contamination for each category.
–

Category I sites are characterized by contaminant discharge from the vadose zone to the
groundwater resulting in a single peak of groundwater contamination that, in most cases, will
occur in the future. Thus, remedy decisions for Category I sites will need to consider whether the
contaminant discharge from the vadose zone will cause a plume of concern and, if remediation is
needed, whether a near-term vadose zone remedy or a later, longer-term groundwater remedy
would be more effective.

–

Category II sites are characterized by contaminant discharge from the vadose zone to the
groundwater resulting in two peaks of groundwater contamination—one associated with an
existing/near-term plume and one that will occur in the future, similar to a Category I site.
Remedy decisions for Category II sites must consider that, even though groundwater
concentrations in the source area are diminishing in the near term (i.e., the decline of the first
peak), the contaminant mass discharge from the vadose zone will not decline to zero and will rise
again much later as part of the second peak. Thus, near-term remedy decision must consider the
nature and extent of the existing or near-term plume and how a combined vadose
zone/groundwater remedy or a groundwater-only remedy can be applied to reach RAOs. In
addition, when making Category II site remedy decisions a site will need to consider the
continuing vadose zone source that will occur and, potentially, will be of a higher magnitude than
the current source.

–

Under some conditions a site may show a transitional behavior between Category I and Category
II. This type of site is characterized as having near-term contaminant discharge from the vadose
zone that remains somewhat steady over a period of time and then increases to a single peak later
in time that is similar to what would be expected for a Category I site. Remedy decisions for a
transition site would have the same type of considerations as described for Category II sites.

 For Category I sites, algebraic equations can be used to estimate the arrival time of the peak
groundwater contaminant concentration beneath the vadose zone source and its concentration relative
to the disposed concentration. Tabulated values for the duration of the contaminant mass discharge
from the vadose zone to the groundwater (between the initial arrival and final elution of 1% of the
peak concentration value) can be used to further estimate the characteristics of the vadose zone source
area.
–

For Category I sites, the equations provided herein may provide a sufficient estimate to guide
remediation decisions, especially if sensitivity analyses are used to provide a reasonable range of
estimated values.
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–

For Category II sites and sites that are a transitional combination of Category I and Category II,
the computed contaminant concentration profiles using the Category I equations are a bounding
case where the computed values will always be for longer arrival times and higher peak
concentrations than will occur for the second peak of a Category II site and for the main peak of a
site that is a transitional combination of Category I and Category II.

–

While nuances of site properties and waste disposal details will affect contaminant transport in
the vadose zone, the technical basis for the evaluation approach presented herein suggests that
reasonable estimates of vadose zone transport can be made. That is, transport of contaminants in
the vadose zone is predictable under most conditions that are relevant to predicting the future
contaminant mass discharge into groundwater from an aqueous disposal. In addition, a relatively
small set of site and waste disposal parameters are needed to make estimates that will represent
the bulk behavior of contaminant mass discharge into the groundwater.
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Appendix A
–
Detailed Simulation Matrices
Table A.1. Overview of sandy loam simulations. Unless otherwise noted, C wd = 1/L and n v = 0.41. For
each simulation, three solutes are considered with K d = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 mL/g.
Effects of Vwd , SAwd, Lv , Dwd and R (homogeneous system)

I.

Vwd (m3)

Lv (m)

SAwd (m2)

Dwd (days)

# of simulations

1, 10, 100

192 (4 x 4 x 4 x 3)

1

12

1

8

1

8

1

8

R = 3.5 mm/year
1, 2, 5, 10

1, 10, 25, 100

10, 25, 50, 100
R = 8 mm/year

1, 10, 25,

25

10, 25, 50, 100

1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100

R = 25 mm/year
R = 50 mm/year
1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100
R = 100 mm/year

1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100

II. R = 3.5 mm/year – Category transition simulations
3

Vwd (m )

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

7.5, 15

SAwd (m2)
25

10

1

# of simulations
3

15, 20, 25, 30, 50

25

25

1

5

25, 100, 250, 500,
750

25

50

1

5

100, 1000, 5000,
7000, 8000

25

100

1

5

III. R = 3.5 mm/year – Porosity simulations

Vwd (m3)
1, 25

SAwd (m2)
25

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

nv

10, 25, 50, 100

1

0.1, 0.2, 0.3,

# of simulations
24

IV. R = 3.5 mm/year – Diffusion Coefficient simulations. Do = 2.5e-5 cm2/s

Vwd (m3)
1, 25

SAwd (m2)
25

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

Do (e-5 cm2/s)

25

1

0.625, 1.25, 2.5,
5.0, and 10.0

A.1

# of simulations
10

V. Contaminant distribution simulations

10

Contaminated
zone location (m
from top)
2.5 – 7.5

R (mm/year)
3.5

# of
simulations
1

25

10 - 15

3.5, 8, 25, 50, 100

5

25

2.5 – 7.5

3.5

1

50

22.5 – 27.5

25, 50

2

100

47.5 – 52.5

3.5

5

Lv (m)

VI. Effects of Vwd , Lv ,and R (layered system). Dwd = 1 day and SAwd = 25 m2.
Silt layer location (m
from top)
2.5 – 7.5

Vwd (m3)

Lv (m)

1, 25

10

R (mm/year)
3.5

1, 25

25

3.5, 8, 25, 50, 100

10 – 15
7.5 – 17.5

20

1, 25

50

3.5

22.5 – 27.5
20 - 30

4

1, 25

100

3.5

47.5 – 52.5
45 - 55

4

A.2

# of simulations
4

Table A.2. Overview of sand simulations. Unless otherwise noted, C wd = 1/L and n v = 0.43. For each
simulation, three solutes are considered with K d = 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 mL/g.
Effects of Vwd , SAwd, Lv , Dwd and R (homogeneous system)

I.

Vwd (m3)

Lv (m)

SAwd (m2)

Dwd (days)

# of simulations

1, 10, 100

192 (4 x 4 x 4 x 3)

1

12

1

8

1

8

1

8

R = 3.5 mm/year
1, 2, 5, 10

1, 10, 25, 100

10, 25, 50, 100
R = 8 mm/year

1, 10, 25,

25

10, 25, 50, 100
R = 25 mm/year

1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100

1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100

R = 50 mm/year
R = 100 mm/year
1,10

25

10, 25, 50, 100

II. R = 3.5 mm/year – Category transition simulations
3

Vwd (m )

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

7.5

SAwd (m2)
25

10

1

# of simulations
1

15, 20, 25

25

25

1

3

25, 50, 75

25

50

1

3

25, 50, 100, 150, 200

25

100

1

5

III. R = 3.5 mm/year – Porosity simulations
3

Vwd (m )
1, 25

SAwd (m2)
25

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

nv

10, 25, 50, 100

1

0.1, 0.2, 0.3

# of simulations
24

IV. R = 3.5 mm/year – Diffusion Coefficient simulations. Do = 2.5e-5 cm2/s

Vwd (m3)
1, 10

SAwd (m2)
25

Lv (m)

Dwd (days)

Do (e-5 cm2/s)

25

1

0.625, 1.25, 2.5,
5.0, 10.0

A.3

# of simulations
10

V. Contaminant distribution simulations

10

Contaminated
zone location (m
from top)
2.5 – 7.5

R (mm/year)
3.5

# of
simulations
1

25

10 - 15

3.5, 8, 25, 50, 100

5

25

2.5 – 7.5

3.5

1

50

22.5 – 27.5

25, 50

2

100

47.5 – 52.5

3.5

5

Lv (m)

VI. Effects of Vwd , Lv ,and R (layered system). Dwd = 1 day and SAwd = 25 m2.
Silt layer location (m
from top)
2.5 – 7.5

Vwd (m3)

Lv (m)

1, 5

10

R (mm/year)
3.5

1, 10

25

3.5, 8, 25, 50, 100

10 – 15
7.5 – 17.5

20

1, 10

50

3.5

22.5 – 27.5
20 - 30

4

1, 10

100

3.5

47.5 – 52.5
45 - 55

4

A.4

# of simulations
4
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